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Showdown on the Brazos River Nov 01 2022 Introducing Collin
Black!Tighten the billets on your saddle cinches and push your hat down
as you mount up to hit the trails with Johnny Black and his cousin Collin
Black. The Black family saga continues in this western thriller.
Experience action, mystery and romance as they pursue kidnappers,
bank robbers, highwaymen and murderers in the old west. Texas, in the
summer of 1876, proves to be full of danger and challenges for Johnny
Black. A young couple kidnaps the Black's daughter, Lucrecia, and
Johnny and Rosalinda must find and rescue their daughter before the
trail goes cold. Johnny's friend, Clyde, is shot and left for dead by
members of a criminal gang. When Johnny insists on pursuing the gang,
the U.S. Marshal hires him as a special Deputy U. S. Marshal. The bank
robbers and murders are on the run, and Johnny Black is soon on their
trail. While Johnny is tracking the bank robbers from Austin to Fort
Worth, Johnny's cousin, Collin Black and his friend Reed, decide to try
their hand as bounty-hunters. They leave Fort Worth and travel to Fort
Griffin and the Flat to find and bring in a gang of former Confederate
soldiers that robbed a stagecoach, taking the mail and the army payroll.
Collin meets a schoolteacher and sparks fly, but rarely does romance
flow smoothly. Ultimately, Johnny, Collin and Reed confront their foes in
a showdown on the Brazos River, where they find themselves engaged in
life or death struggles with desperate men.
Showdown in Space! (DC Super Hero Girls) Apr 01 2020 WONDER
WOMAN™ and the DC Super Hero Girls™ take to the stars for an epic
cosmic adventure! Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step into
Reading leveled reader featuring Wonder Woman as she teams up with
her Super Hero High classmates Supergirl™ and Miss Martian™ for an
awesome adventure in outer space. The heroes’ school trip to a space
station to meet with other students from around the galaxy turns into a
rescue mission when a meteor shower hits! Can the heroes save the day?
Get your cape on with the DC Super Hero Girls™—the unprecedented
new Super Hero universe especially for girls that includes books,
apparel, action figures, playsets, and so much more!
Star Wars: Showdown on the Smuggler's Moon Jun 27 2022 After
reading Ben Kenobi's journal, Luke Skywalker is imprisoned during his
search for a Jedi Temple, while Han and Leia flee from some Imperial
troops with help from an unexpected foe, and Chewbacca and C-3PO are
attacked by a mysterious bounty hunter.
Showdown on the River Nov 20 2021 Rio Bell is leading a cattle drive
up the Goodnight Loving Trail to Fort Laramie. It's his first time as trail
boss, but with trusted hands and hard work, he expects to be back in
Texas by late September though fire, flood, or rustlers bar the way! He
didn't count on a range war. They didn't account for the Rio Kid... And he
sure as hell didn't count on the girl showing up!
Spirit Week Showdown (Peachy and Keen) May 03 2020 The second fullcolor, illustrated, hilarious title in the new chapter book series by
illustrator Jason Tharp. It's spirit week at Happy Tails School and
Purrfect9 magazine wants to get in on the fun. Gertie the unicorn wants
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to start a daily vlog profiling the week and Connie the Octopus thinks a
prank channel will get more views. Editor-in-Chief Peachy decides
whichever channel has the most total views by the end of the week will
get to show their video at the big Pep Rally. It's Peachy and Gertie vs.
Keen and Connie--may the best vlog channel win!
Star Wars Aug 18 2021
Dangerous Amish Showdown Sep 06 2020 From USA TODAY
Bestselling Author Mary Alford Under siege in Amish country… She must
fight for their lives. Gunshots shatter Willa Lambright’s placid Montana
evening—and that’s before she discovers on-the-run lawman Mason
Shetler on her doorstep. Willa hadn’t glimpsed her childhood friend since
he’d turned his back on Amish country years before. Now the US
marshal’s returned with an injured partner, a young witness he must
protect at all costs…and vicious Mafia agents dead set on making sure
none of them survive. From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger.
Faith.
Dungeon Showdown Nov 28 2019 In this battle of strength and
dexterity, only one dominant comes out on top... After months of
relentless game night flirting, Aiden finally gets his shot with fellow
dominant Cyana. Too bad it comes with a major catch. Submission has
never been his style, but a bet is a bet and Aiden won't back down. As
one night of total surrender changes everything he thought he knew, this
big bad dom isn't prepared to deal with the consequences. How long can
Aiden avoid Cyana and the pleasure that only submission can give him?
Since they're preparing to stand by their mutual friends for a double
wedding in lifestyle-friendly-paradise, probably not very long.
Star Wars: Showdown on the Smuggler's Moon Feb 21 2022 After
reading Ben Kenobi's journal, Luke Skywalker is imprisoned during his
search for a Jedi Temple, while Han and Leia flee from some Imperial
troops with help from an unexpected foe, and Chewbacca and C-3PO are
attacked by a mysterious bounty hunter.
Showdown Sep 18 2021 A classic NFL/civil rights story—the showdown
between the Washington Redskins and the Kennedy White House In
Showdown, sports historian Thomas G. Smith captures a striking
moment, one that held sweeping implications not only for one team’s
racist policy but also for a sharply segregated city and for the nation as a
whole. Part sports history, part civil rights story, this compelling and
untold narrative serves as a powerful lens onto racism in sport,
illustrating how, in microcosm, the fight to desegregate the Redskins was
part of a wider struggle against racial injustice in America.
Red Cloud's Revenge Jan 23 2022 Seven month of small reprisals since
the Fetterman massacre had passed. Sergeant Seamus Donegan of the
Army of the West had witnessed proud leaders--both Indian and White-steel themselves for the withering clashes to come. And on two
consecutive summer days, battle erupted--drowning the Dakota Territory
in a damburst of bloodshed: the Hay Field Fight and Wagon Box Fight of
1867.
Gridiron Showdown Jul 25 2019 Jasper quit his school football team
after blowing a big play, which is giving him a lot of time to get into
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trouble with his friends--but when he is allowed to rejoin the team rather
than face detention he finds that everybody is mad at him: his teammates
because he quit, and his friends because he is avoiding punishment.
Star Wars: Jedi Quest: The Final Showdown Jan 29 2020 Don't miss
the exciting conclusion of the Jedi Quest series! When evil mastermind
Granta Omega escapes from planet Korriban, Obi-Wan Kenobi and
Anakin Skywalker must stop him before his sinister power grows out of
control. But Ferus, Anakin's rival, is also searching for Omega, and
Anakin sees this as a contest he must win. In any showdown between the
two sides, there is only one guaranteed outcome: death.
Showdown at Little Big Horn Jan 11 2021 An account of the events
leading up to the massacre of the 7th Cavalry at the Little Big Horn as
told from the viewpoints of the participants.
Showdown Jul 05 2020
Showdown Oct 08 2020 With the state tournament finals just around the
corner, the crosstown rivalry between the Edison High Eddies and the
Winfield Wildcats heats up. Toby and Walter, second-string Edison
sophomores, are just along for the ride. But when a series of pranks led
by the star seniors goes too far, will these second-string players be able
to fill the shoes of the starters? Or did their teammates' bad behavior
cost the Eddies the state title?
Player vs. Player #1: Ultimate Gaming Showdown Jun 03 2020 In
this action-packed illustrated series, four kid gamers meet at a virtual
tournament and battle for the ultimate grand prize. Perfect for young
fans of Ready Player One and Mr. Lemoncello's Library. Sixty-four teams.
One mysterious grand prize. Four gamers determined to win it all.
Welcome to Affinity, the hottest battle royale video game in the world!
Gamers can be anything they want to be in Affinity’s high-tech, magical
universe—and test their skills in fierce PvP combat. So when Hurricane
Games announces an epic tournament with killer prizes, four kids form a
team that feels unstoppable . . . but also maybe doomed from the start?
Josh is the tank . . . when his parents let him game. Hannah is the melee
fighter . . . but she can only play at the public library. Larkin is the healer
. . . as long as her family’s not around. Wheatley is the ranger . . . with a
secret that might wreck the whole team. As solo gamers, they’re good.
Really good. But the tournament is a whole new level of competition, and
it'll take all four of them to bring it home. Can they step up their game in
time for the final match?
Showdown at Gucci Gulch Sep 26 2019 The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was
the single most sweeping change in the history of America's income tax.
It was also the best political and economic story of its time. Here, in the
anecdotal style of The Making of the President, two Wall Street Journal
reporters provide the first complete picture of how this tax revolution
went from an improbable dream to a widely hailed reality.
The Big Showdown Oct 20 2021 The sheriff is about to head for
greener pastures—until outlaws stain his small town with blood in the
New York Times bestselling author's action Western. Caleb York is
saddling up to try his hand as a Pinkerton man out California way. But
before he can leave Trinidad, New Mexico, a peaceful morning erupts in
a barrage of gunfire. When the dust settles, Caleb has gunned down two
bad men, with another just dodging a ticket to hell . . . after leaving
Trinidad's new sheriff dead in the street. Lightning quick, Caleb rides
after the fleeing gunman, only to be swept up in an evil wind blowing
back through the sleepy town, threatening its very existence. Caleb's
only chance to restore justice is to load his guns, dig in his spurs, and
take on a ruthless killer. In a town riddled with bullets and hoping for a
hero, Caleb York is ready to face the vengeful outlaws in a chilling,
storm-swept showdown. Shortly before his death, legendary crime writer
Mickey Spillane asked that his friend and protégé Max Allan
Collins—himself an acclaimed writer—complete his unfinished works.
Among them was an unproduced screenplay featuring Sheriff Caleb York,
which sparked the action-packed, truly gritty Caleb York Western series.
Praise for Mickey Spillane and Max Allan Collins “Collins displays his
mastery of Spillane's distinctive two-fisted prose.” —Publishers Weekly
“Spillane is a pioneer of tough-guy ethics.” —Washington Post
Showdown Aug 06 2020 A classic Brazilian “Western” full of romance
and adventure, violence and courage, and peopled with wonderfully
earthy characters from the legendary author’s childhood. “Set in Bahia at
the turn of the century, Showdown is brimming with the gunmen,
fugitives, prostitutes and other characters who settled that sunbaked
northeastern state.”—The New York Times “[Jorge] Amado has returned
to some of his earliest, most radical concerns, confronting Brazilian
society, memory, and mythmaking, and aiming to show, by anecdote,
how the Brazil of the modernizing present has buried its (criminal)
past.”—Commentary “The Brazil [Amado] writes about in Showdown
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shares many of the traditions of the American frontier, and that is
something Americans can relate to.”—Linda Grey, former Bantam
president and publisher “Showdown is a combination of the old Amado,
who wrote Bahian historical novels, and the new Amado, with the spirit
of Gabriela.”—Gregory Rabassa, National Book Award–winning translator
of Showdown
Star Wars: Showdown on the Smuggler's Moon Apr 25 2022 After
reading Ben Kenobi's journal, Luke Skywalker is imprisoned during his
search for a Jedi Temple, while Han and Leia flee from some Imperial
troops with help from an unexpected foe, and Chewbacca and C-3PO are
attacked by a mysterious bounty hunter.
SHOWDOWN ON THE HOGBACK [New Introduction and
Filmography] Jul 29 2022 A rarely reprinted pulp magazine novel from
bestselling western novelist Louis L'Amour. Showdown on the Hogback
was first published in Giant Western magazine August 1950 under the
pseudonym Jim Mayo. Years later, as was Louis L'Amour's habit, it was
rewritten as Showdown at Yellow Butte. Was any gunfighter ever in a
worse predicament? Tom Kedrick found himself caught between two
sides - and he was both those sides! Hired by a big land syndicate to
drive out what he is told are dangerous squatters and outlaw gangs from
a useless swamp, Kedrick soon finds he has been lied to and betrayed.
What he finds is fertile is ranch land already claimed by the farmers and
ranchers who have been living there peacefully, but are prepared to fight
to the death to keep their homes. When Kedrick confronts the syndicate,
he finds himself marked for death both by the syndicate's killers and the
suspicious farmers. The cover for this ebook edition is reworked from the
original magazine cover by George Rozen for Showdown on the Hogback
(Rosen also provided covers for The Shadow and Doc Savage magazines
during his long career) and was scanned from the publisher's copy of
that issue of Giant Western. Also includes a filmography of stars,
directors and screenplay writers for all the theatrical films made from
the author's westerns.
Star Wars Volume 2 Jun 15 2021 Injustice reigns on Tatooine as
villainous scum run rampant. Will Ben Kenobi risk revealing himself to do
what's right? Then, Luke continues his quest to learn about the Jedi by
heading for the Jedi Temple on Coruscant. Plus: Han & Leia are
confronte
Showdown in the Big Quiet Mar 01 2020 ""Examines the area known as
the Big Quiet, the role of environment, the history of this area in the
West, and the power of Western mythology"--Provided by publisher.
Who Would Win?: Ultimate Showdown Oct 27 2019 Who Would Win? is
back with another exciting bind-up featuring five more books in this
action-packed animal series! What if one dangerous animal had a fight
with another? Who do you think would win? In this five-book bind-up of
the popular Who Would Win? series, kids will learn about each animal's
anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling
pairs before finally discovering the winner! This nonfiction collection is
full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of
mammals, sea creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of
animal fans, including Lion vs. Tiger, Hammerhead vs. Bull Shark, Polar
Bear vs. Grizzly Bear, Hornet vs. Wasp, and Triceratops vs.
Spinosaurus.So who do YOU think would win?
Peter Powers and the Sinister Snowman Showdown! Dec 30 2019 If
you like the Avengers, Justice League, or The Incredibles, then you'll love
this family of superheroes! This new chapter book series is perfect for
reluctant readers. Join Peter Powers (the boy with not-to-super powers)
and his friends for an exciting HOLIDAY-themed story of action,
adventure, and... evil snowmen?! Everyone in Peter Powers's family has
super awesome superpowers--except Peter. All he can do is make ice
cubes and freeze stuff. But it's his favorite time of year, so who cares?!
There's nothing like the holidays to put people in a good mood! But after
Mr. Powers vanishes without a trace, other things in Boulder City start to
disappear too. Now, it's up to Peter and his best friends, Chloe and
Sandro, to search out who has a sinister heart of ice. Can the trio face
the army of snowmen alone, or will the holidays be ruined for everyone?
Peter Powers and the Sinister Snowman Showdown! is the fifth chapter
book in a new series of exciting stories about a young boy who has some
rather crummy superpowers. Each story is full of humor, action, and fun,
but the charm can be found in the heartfelt message about the power of
family, friends, and having confidence. (And look for a dastardly cameo
by Santa's dark counterpart... Krampus!) ©2017 by Hachette Book
Group, Inc.
Showdown Aug 30 2022 The author examines modern American culture
through the lens of the Hollywood western.
Showdown Dec 22 2021 She's like nothing he ever imagined, but might
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just be what he needs.LillyI'm an accidental nanny.It was only supposed
to be a weekend and then all hell broke loose.How could I walk away. His
two young girls needed me.Nate the handsome and brooding CEO was
lost and lonely.I couldn't help myself and took a bite of the forbidden
fruit. Now I crave more.Being with Nate could unravel all we've built.
But being without him and his girls make my life incomplete.NateMy wife
was murdered and to cope I work.I never thought I'd find love again, but
it's right here under my roof.Lilly is beautiful and sweet, but she's
completely off-limits.It's bad enough I can't stop fantasizing about
her.It's worse than that-I didn't stop at a kiss and now I can't stay away.
There are so many things that could go wrong. Now, I'm
screwed.Showdown is a standalone romantic suspense novel with a
happy ending. It's the fifth and final book in the Billionaire Tech Series
featuring the characters from the Venture Capitalist and Clear Security
series.
J.D. and the Hair Show Showdown Apr 13 2021 Eight-year-old kid
barber J.D. takes his talent to an Atlanta hair show in this illustrated
chapter book and follow-up to J.D. and the Great Barber Battle. At only
eight years old, J.D. the Kid Barber has already won a barber battle and
appeared on local TV. Now he’s the youngest barber to be invited to the
Beauty Brothers Hair Expo in Atlanta! J.D. gets the VIP treatment—he
takes his first flight, rides in a limo for the first time, and gets gifts from
the show’s sponsors. At the show, there are hair classes to take, product
samples to try, and some of J.D.’s favorite hair influencers to meet. And,
of course, there’s his own demo alongside kid hairstylist, Isabel Is
Incredible. But what J.D. is most excited about is snapping a pic with
eleven-year-old rap sensation Li’l Eazy Breezy, which is harder than it
sounds! The world of hair and beauty is so much bigger than J.D.
could’ve imagined, and he’s ready to step up his game. Check out the
other chapter books in the J.D. the Kid Barber series: J.D. and the Great
Barber Battle J.D. and the Family Business
Star Wars Dec 10 2020 After reading Ben Kenobi's journal, Luke
Skywalker is imprisoned during his search for a Jedi Temple, while Han
and Leia flee from some Imperial troops with help from Han's wife, and
Chewbacca and C-3PO are attacked by a mysterious bounty hunter.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Spotlight is a division of ABDO.
Showdown on the Guadalupe Jun 23 2019 He lost everything he had in
the Civil War, with only life-altering memories of violent conflict
remaining. So for former Confederate colonel Elijah Bishop, moving west
was an opportunity to leave his old life behind. Now he's settled into his
new home in Texas, with a burgeoning career as a schoolteacher and a
fresh lease on life-not to mention the love of his future bride, Rebecca
Claire. But when the town is attacked by a band of raiding Indians, life in
Harmony Springs suddenly falls into chaos. With no law enforcement to
speak of, the townspeople must gather to come up with a solution
themselves-and it isn't long before Elijah, with his war experience and
leadership skills, is placed squarely in the role of head honcho. With the
help of three local cowboys and a Comanche scout named Two Bears,
Elijah embarks on a dangerous mission to track down Saber Head-a
bloodthirsty renegade with violent tendencies so severe he's been exiled
from his own tribe. As the Bishop party continues on the trail, Elijah finds
himself facing memories he would rather forget...and a shocking secret
threatens to change the entire course of the high-stakes hunt.
Superpower Showdown Mar 13 2021 This is the inside story of the
US–China trade war, how relations between these superpowers
unraveled, darkening prospects for global peace and prosperity, as told
by two Wall Street Journal reporters, one based in Washington, D.C., the
other in Beijing, who have had more access to the decision makers in the
White House and in China’s Zhongnanhai leadership compound than
anyone else. The trade battle between China and the U.S. didn’t start
with Trump and won’t end with him, argue Bob Davis and Lingling Wei.
The two countries have a long and fraught political and economic history
which has become more contentious over the past three years—an
escalation that has negatively impacted both countries' economies and
the world at large—and holds the potential for even more uncertainty
and disruption. How did this stand-off happen? How much are U.S.
presidents and officials who haven't effectively confronted or negotiated
with China to blame? What role have Chinese leaders, and U.S. business
leaders who for decades acted as Beijing’s lobbyists in Washington,
played in driving tensions between the two countries? Superpower
Showdown is the story of a romance gone bad. Uniquely positioned to tell
the story, Davis and Wei have conducted hundreds of interviews with
government and business officials in both nations over the seven years
they have worked together writing for the Wall Street Journal. Analyzing
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U.S.–China relations, they explain how we have reached this tipping
point, and look at where we could be headed. Vivid and provocative,
Superpower Showdown will help readers understand the context of the
trade war and prepare them for what may come next.
Showdown May 27 2022 Over the course of his forty-year career,
Thurgood Marshall brought down the separate-but-equal doctrine,
integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human
dignity but also made them impossible to deny in the courts and in the
streets. In this galvanizing biography, award-winning author Wil
Haygood uses the framework of the dramatic, contentious five-day
Senate hearing to confirm Marshall as the first African-American
Supreme Court justice, to weave a provocative and moving look at
Marshall’s life as well as at the politicians, lawyers, activists, and others
who shaped—or desperately tried to stop—the civil rights movement. An
authoritative account of one of the most transformative justices of the
twentieth century, Showdown makes clear that it is impossible to
overestimate Thurgood Marshall’s lasting influence on the racial politics
of our nation.
Star Wars: Showdown on the Smuggler's Moon Sep 30 2022 After
reading Ben Kenobi's journal, Luke Skywalker is imprisoned during his
search for a Jedi Temple, while Han and Leia flee from some Imperial
troops with help from an unexpected foe, and Chewbacca and C-3PO are
attacked by a mysterious bounty hunter.
Showdown May 15 2021 Welcome to Paradise. Epic battles of good and
evil are happening all around us. Today that battle comes to town with
the sound of lone footsteps clacking down the blacktop on a hot, lazy
summer afternoon. The black-cloaked man arrives in the sleepy town of
Paradise and manages to become the talk of the town within the hour.
Bearing the power to grant any unfulfilled dream, he is irresistible.
Seems like bliss . . . but is it? Or is hell about to break loose in Paradise?
Nuclear Showdown Nov 08 2020 Nuclear Showdown published by Asia
expert, Gordon Chang, was of the first books to exploire the full extent of
the North Korean nuclear threat, its origins, international implications,
and solutions. The United States is the mightiest nation in history, yet for
six decades one of the world's weakest states has challenged the
superpower and kept it at bay. Today, that country also threatens to
change the course of human events with an act of unimaginable
devastation. Nuclear Showdown analyses the failed society that has
become the gravest threat to America and international order: North
Korea. Chang's insightful book reveals the full horror of the crisis
threatening to turn Asia into the world's next battleground. How can
North Korea be stopped? No one seems to have an answer. For more
than half a century, policymakers have failed when it comes to
subjugating Kim Il Sung and his son, Kim Jong Il. Nuclear Showdown
proposes a solution that can defuse the standoff once and for all.
Showdown on the Smuggler's Moon Mar 25 2022 With villainous
scum running rampant on Tatooine, Ben Kenobi struggles to stay in
hiding, but will he risk revealing himself when a certain young boy gets
caught up in the middle of the action? Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a division of
ABDO.
Showdown (Underdog Book #6) Feb 09 2021 After sealing the
otherworldly portal, Eric becomes a Magister of the order of monster
hunters. From now on, as head of the once mighty organization, he gains
power over all its riches. But Eric is aware that he won’t be able do it on
his own. And reviving what is popularly referred to as "the dead order"
won’t be enough. He also has to assert its right to exist because its
ancient enemy is on the lookout! Very soon the Steel King will realize
that his plan to get back the Crown, a most powerful artifact and symbol
of the royal dynasty’s authority, has failed. Need it be said who will
suffer all his wrath? Eric realizes a great battle is coming, one like those
described in the ancient chronicles. He also realizes that in the upcoming
showdown he will need loyal and powerful helpers at his side. And thus,
after defying Darkness, Eric’s path takes him to the Undermountain
Kingdom of the Gnomes. According to ancient legends and tales, that is
where he will find Gramner the Fourarmed and convince the great
blacksmith to perform the hatching ritual in the Forge of the True Flame.
Talent Showdown (Pokémon: Chapter Book) Jul 17 2021 This
reissued illustrated chapter book is based on the classic characters found
in Pokemon GO and the classic animated series on Netflix. It's showtime!
The stage is set for an explosive Pokémon Talent Showdown! There's a
juggling Exeggutor, a singing Charmander even a dancing Farfetch'd.
Ash wants to beat Gary, but he doesn't have an act. And that's not all he
has to worry about. Team Rocket's grand finale has the audience glued to
their seats and all the Pokémon under their spell! It's curtains for the
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Pokémon unless Ash can steal the show. This reissued illustrated chapter
book is based on the classic characters found in Pokemon GO and the
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classic animated series on Netflix.
Showdown Aug 25 2019 Jake dates Lila on the weekend and Jessica
during the week.
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